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Some Syntactical Properties of
Intermediate Predicate Logics
NOBU-YUKI SUZUKI*

Abstract In a previous paper the author introduced a syntactical property,
which he calls the pseudo-relevance property, for the sake of studying a certain semantical aspect. An intermediate predicate logic L is said to have the
pseudo-relevance property if for all formulas A and B which contain no
predicate variable in common, either not-^4 or B is provable in L whenever
A implies B is provable in L. The pseudo-relevance property can be regarded
as a weak version of Craig's interpolation property. From the same point of
view, one can see the similarity between Hallden-completeness and the disjunction property. We treat these syntactical properties and their weak versions, and study the relationships between them.

Introduction
In [1], Komori proved that every intermediate propositional
logic L has the property that for all formulas A and B which have no propositional variables in common, A D B EL implies either -*A G L or B G L. The
author [4] showed that the situation changes in intermediate predicate logics. In
fact, there are uncountably many intermediate predicate logics without (the predicate version of) the above property. We call here this property the pseudorelevance property (PRP). It is easily seen that PRP can be regarded as a weak
version of Craig's interpolation property (see, e.g., Ono [3]). From the same
point of view, one can see the similarity between Hallden-completeness and the
disjunction property; namely, L is said to be H-complete if for all formulas A
and B which have no predicate variables in common, AvBEL
implies either
A G L or B G L. Wroήski [7] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the
H-completeness of an intermediate propositional logic by making use of alge-
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braic semantics. That is, an intermediate propositional logic is H-complete if and
only if it is characterized by a strongly compact pseudo-Boolean algebra. We will
treat here PRP, H-completeness, and their weak versions —we call them PRP*
and H*-completeness — of intermediate predicate logics and study the relationships between them.
In Section 1, we will define PRP, H-completeness, and other properties, and
prove some basic lemmas. Our aim can be proposed in a concrete fashion here;
that is, to determine whether one property implies another or not (see Figure 1).
We will prepare semantical tools also in this section. The readers will find that
some of our techniques are quite similar to those used in connection with propositional logics. In Section 2, we will achieve our aim by making use of these
tools.
In the following we assume the readers' familiarity with Ono [2].
1 Pseudo-relevance property and Halldέn-completeness
As usual, we fix
a first-order language £ which contains neither constants nor function symbols.
Sometimes, we will identify £ with the set of all predicate variables of <£.
Definition 1.1
logic).

Let L be an intermediate predicate logic (or more simply, a

(i) L is said to have PRP (PRP*) if for all formulas A and B (in £) which contain no predicate variables in common, AD BEL implies either -*A E L or
B E L (either -ιA E L or -i-ii? E L, respectively).
(ii) L is said to be Hallden-complete (H*-complete) if for all formulas A and B
(in <£) which contain no predicate variables in common, AvBEL
implies
either A E L or B E L (either -<-υ4 E L or — —IJB E L, respectively).
Komori [1] proved that every intermediate propositional logic has PRP.
Wroήski [7] proved that an intermediate propositional logic is H-complete if and
only if it is characterized by a pseudo-Boolean algebra which has the second
greatest element. Such a pseudo-Boolean algebra is said to be strongly compact.
Thus, the relationship between these two properties in the propositional case has
been completely clarified. In this paper, we will study the situation in the predicate case. Our next lemmas can be easily seen to be true.
Lemma 1.2
Let L be a logic.
(i) // L has PRP then L has PRP*.
(ii) // L has PRP* then L is H*-complete.
(iii) If L is H-complete then L is H*-complete.
Proof: It is well-known that A D -> -i^4 is provable in the intuitionistic predicate logic LJ. From this, (i) and (iii) follow. To show (ii), recall that Ay BD
(-i A D B) is provable in the intuitionistic logic. Suppose that Av BEL; then
-υ4 D B E L. Since L has PRP*, either -τ-υ4 E L or -ι-ι£ E L. This is what was
to be proven.
We illustrate our situation in Figure 1.
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Theorem 1.3
Figure 1 describes completely the situation. That is, we cannot
put any additional -+'s (i.e., arrows of implication) in Figure 1.
The main aim of this paper is to prove Theorem 1.3. For each nonempty set
D, we denote by <£ [D] the language obtained from <£ by adding the name d of
each dGDas new constant. We sometimes identify £ [D] with the set of all sentences of it. A pair (P,D) of a nondegenerate pseudo-Boolean algebra P and a
nonempty set D is said to be an algebraic frame, if P is λ-complete, where λ is
the cardinality of D. An assignment f of an algebraic frame (P,D) is a mapping
from the set of all atomic sentences in <£[£>] to P = <P,ΓI,U,->,0,l>. We extend
it to a mapping from <£[£>] to P as follows:
(Al)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)

f(AΛB)=f(A)Πf(B)
f(A\/B)=f(A)\Jf(B)
f(ADB)=f(A)^f{B)
/(-.Λ)=/G4)->0
/(Vx4(x)) = ΠdGD f(A(d))
/(ixA(*)) = UdGDf(A(d)).

A formula A (of <£) is said to be valid in an algebraic frame (P,D) if f(Λ) =
1 for every assignment / of (P,D), where A is the universal closure of A. The
set of all formulas (of <£) that are valid in an algebraic frame (P,D) is denoted
by L+(P,D). As is well-known, L+(P,D) contains all formulas provable in the
intuitionistic predicate logic LJ, and is closed under modus ponens, the rule of
generalization and the rule of substitution. An algebraic frame (P,D) is said to
be an ω+-algebraic frame if D is an infinite set.
Now, we will introduce a key tool developed in [4]. Let J ^ and £ 2 be mutually disjoint languages (i.e., they contain no predicate variables in common) such
that £x U <£2 = <£• Suppose we have assignments f\ and/ 2 of an algebraic frame
(P,D). Define an assignment/ of (P,D x D) by
f/i(/?(^,...,^))
Ap(ίdueι),...9(dn,en)))=\

ifpe£u

for each «-ary predicate variable p a n d each (έ/, ,έ/) G D x D (i = 1 , . . . ,n).
Then, by induction, we have t h e following.
Lemma 1.4
Let a formula A = A(xι,...
,xm) of £ contain no free
other than xί9...
,xm. For every (di,ei) G ΰ x D ( / = l , . . . ,m),

variables
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(ii) if A is a formula o/«£ 2 ,/(^((rfi,ei),... 9(dm9em)))
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=
fι(A(d~u...9d^ι))9
=f2(A(e~u...
9e^)).

We say the above/ is made by splicing fx and/ 2 over (P,D x D) with respect
to ( £ l 5 < £ 2 ) .
Lemma 1.5
Let L be a logic in which -ι->Vx(/?(x) v ^p(x)) is provable.
Then L has PRP*. Moreover, if there exists a class C of ω+-algebraic frames
such that L = n<p,2»€=e£+(P.-O)» then L has PRP.
Proof: Our proof proceeds in a way that is similar to the proof given for the case
of propositional logics in Komori [1]. First, note the following Fact 1.6 due to
Umezawa [6].
Fact 1.6 (Umezawa [6])
The following three conditions on a logic L are equivalent:
(i) The sentence -I-IVΛ:(/?(Λ:) V -*p(x)) is provable in L.
(ii) For every formula A, -*A is provable in the classical predicate logic LK if
and only if -\A is provable in L.
(iii) For every formula A, A is provable in LK if and only if-*-\A is provable
inl.
Suppose formulas A and B contain no predicate variable in common, and
A D B is provable in L. Of course, A D B is provable also in LK. By Craig's
interpolation theorem for LK, either -*A or B is provable in LK. By Fact 1.6,
either ~^A or -ι-ι2? is provable in L. Hence, L has PRP*.
Next, assume in addition that there exists a class β of ω+-algebraic frames
such that L = Π(p,JD)ee L+(P,D). Suppose that -ιA and B contain no predicate
variable in common, and none of them are provable in L. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A and B contain no free variables other than
X\,... ,xn. We write A(xχ,... ,xn) and B(xx,... ,xn) for A and for B respectively. Then, there exist an ω+-algebraic frame (P,D) E β, an assignment f\ of
(P,Z>), and elements dχ9... ,dnG D such that
(1) LcI^fP^Und
(2) MB(dl9...,dn))Φ
lP9
where 1 P is the greatest element of P. By Fact 1.6, -ιA(Xι9... ,xn) is not provable in LK. By GόdeΓs completeness theorem, LK is characterized by the algebraic frame ({0,1 },£)), since D is infinite. Hence, there exists an assignment g
of ({0,1},D) and elements ex,..., en E D such that
(3) g(A(eϊ9...,eϊ))

= l.

Next, we define a valuation f2 of (P9D) by
s , ._ Λ X Γ lp
fi(p{cu...,cm)) =\
^0P

i f g ( p ( c l , . . . , c ^ ) ) = 1,
otherwise,

for every m-ary predicate variable/? and every C/ G Z> (/ = 1,...,m), where 0 P
is the least element of P. By induction, we have
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if

A(O-fi'

C) =

t

I^Op

Γ '

otherwise,

for every sentence C of £[D]. Hence,
( 4 ) / 2 0 4 ( e ϊ , . . . , ί Q ) = lp.
Let £χ be the set of predicate variables appearing in B, and suppose that <£2 =
£ \ £ i . Clearly, every predicate variable in A belongs to £ 2 . Now, make the assignment/by splicing/i and/ 2 over (P,£> X D) with respect to (£u <£2). By
Lemma 1.4 and (2),
By (4),

,(3^eJ)) = 1P.

f(A((d^eΓ)9.
Thus, we have

f((A D B)((d^~),...

(3^en))) Φ 1P.

9

Therefore, AD Bis not valid in (P,Z> x D). Since Z> is infinite, D x Z> can be
identified with Z> as an individual domain. It follows from this that AD Bis not
valid in (P,Z>). Thus, by (1), AD B is not provable in L.
We make a remark here that the intuitionistic predicate logic LJ has PRP but
the sentence -*-ιVx(p(x) v ->/?(#)) is not provable in LJ. A logic L is said to be
(algebraically) ω+-complete if there exists a class C of ω+-algebraic frames such
that L = Γ[{PfD)e(oL+(PfD).
Some relations between PRP and ω+-completeness
can be found in [4]. For example, the converse of Lemma 1.5 holds for algebraically complete logics. That is, every algebraically complete logic with PRP is
ω+-complete.
We can prove similar results concerning Kripke frames. We denote by <M,Z)>
the Kripke frame (M, U) with constant domain D9 i.e., U(a) = D for every
a E M. A Kripke frame (M, U) is said to be an ω+-Kripke frame if U(a) is infinite for every a GM. Note the following Fact 1.7 due to Ono [2].
Fact 1.7 (Ono [2])
For every ω+-Kripke frame <M,Z)> with constant
domain, there exists a class C of ω+-algebraic frames such that L(N\,D) =
+

rW)ee£ (P,*O.
By using this fact, we can obtain the following, which is a Kripke frame version
of Lemma 1.5.
Lemma 1.5'
Let L be a logic in which -I-»VX(/7(JC) v -*p(x)) is provable.
Then L has PRP*. Moreover, if there exists a class 6 of ω+-Kripke frames with
constant domain such that L = Π<M, D>GC L(M,D), then L has PRP.
J

For H-completeness, we have the following Lemma 1.8. Observe that the
strong-compactness of pseudo-Boolean algebra plays an important role also in
the case of predicate logic (cf. [7]).
Lemma 1.8
Let L be a logic. If there exists an ω+-algebraic frame (P,D)
such that P is strongly compact and L = L+(P,D)9 then L is H-complete.
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Proof: We can prove this lemma in a way that is quite similar to that used in
connection with Lemma 1.5. Suppose that A and B contain no predicate variables in common, and none of them are provable in L. Then there exist assignments /i and/ 2 of (P,D) such that
MA')

< α 0 and / 2 ( £ ' ) < α 0 ,

where α 0 is the second greatest element of P and A' (and B') is the sentence obtained from A (and B, respectively) by replacing every free occurrence of a variable by some constant. Take the assignment/ of (P,Z> x D) made by splicing
fι and/ 2 as in Lemma 1.5. It is easy to see that/ sends (an instance of) A v B
to an element < a0. Hence, A v B is not valid in (P,Z> x D). It follows from this
that A v B is not valid in (P,£>). Therefore, A v B £ L.
The strong-compactness of pseudo-Boolean algebra corresponds to the existence of the least element of a Kripke frame. Thus, we have
Lemma 1.8'
Let L be a logic. If there exists an ω+-frame <M,£)> with constant domain and having the least element such that L = L<M,£>>, then L is
H-complete.
Professor M. Takano informed the author of the existence of a counterexample for the converse of Lemma 1.8' (in a personal communication). Here we
will give his proof. Let ω be the first infinite ordinal which is identified with the
set {/:/ < ω} and <* be the dual of the canonical order < on ω. The set ω together with <* forms an ordered set without the least element. We denote by ω*
this ordered set. Then Takano proved
Theorem 1.9
(i) The logic L<ω*,ω> is H-complete.
(ii) No Kripke frame having the least element characterizes L<ω*,ω>.
Proof: We can prove (i) in a way that is quite similar to that used to prove
Lemma 1.8'. To show (ii), suppose, on the contrary to the conclusion, that there
exists a Kripke frame (M, U) having the least element a0 such that L(ω*,ω) =
L(M, U). Then it is routine to check that M is linearly ordered and U is a constant mapping. Hence (M, U) = <M, U{a0)). Since L<M, U(a0)) = L<ω*,ω> C
LK, U(a0) must be infinite. It can be easily verified that the sentences
3x(Ξyp(y) Dp(x)) and lx(p(x) D Vyp(y)) are valid in <ω*,ω>. Hence M has
neither an infinite ascending chain, nor an infinite descending chain. (See, e.g.,
Ono [3].) Therefore M is a finite chain. Let n be the cardinality of M. Then we
have
A)V (PoDPi) v

v (/V-i Dpn) Gl(M,ί/(fl 0 )>.

This contradicts the fact that
A)V (p0DPi)

v

v (/?„_! Dpn) <£L<ω*,ω>.

It is easy to see that the above logic L<ω*,ω> is a counterexample also to the
converse of Lemma 1.8. Since Kripke frames are easy to handle, we will use them
in the next section. In the rest of this section, we will give a purely technical tool
which will be needed in the next section.
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Definition 1.10 (See Ono [3])
Let M = <M,<M> and N = (N,<N) be partially ordered sets where M and N are underlying sets of M and N respectively.
We denote by M V N the ordered set <M V N , < M V N > defined as
MV N = M+N + {0},
ff ^MVN b if and only if
(1) a G M, b G M and a < M b, or
(2)aGN,beNand
α < N 6, or
(3) a = 0,
where + is the disjoint union of sets. Then M V N is a partially ordered set with
the least element 0.
Lemma 1.11
Let M and N be partially ordered sets, and let D be a nonempty
set. Then it is the case that L(N\ V N,D) C L(M,D) Π L(N,D).
Proof: Suppose that a sentence A of £ [D] does not belong to L(M,D). Then
there exists an element a E M and a valuation Fof < M, D) such that V(A, #) = / .
Define valuation Wof <M V N,Z>> by
Γκ(J?,ft)
W(B,b)=\
^/

ifZ?GM.
.
otherwise,

for every atomic sentence 2? of £ [£>]. We can check that W is well-defined. By
induction, we can show that W(C,b) = F(C,6) for every sentence C E; £[D]
and every b G M. Hence, W(A,a) = V(A,a) = / . 77ms, ,4 £ L<M V N,Z>>. It
follows from this that L<M V N,Z>> C L<M,£>>. Similarly, L<M V IM,£>> C
Z<N,£>>. Therefore, L<M V IM,£>> C L(M,D) Π L<N,Z>>.
2 Separation of properties
In this section, we will complete the proof of
Theorem 1.3. We will do this by proving Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. At the end
of this paper, we will prove that even H"-completeness is not "common" to all
intermediate predicate logics.
Lemma 2.1
There exists a logic with PRP* but without PRP. Thus, PRP*
does not imply PRP.
Proof: Let K be an intermediate propositional logic other than the classical one.
The maximum predicate extension K* of K is axiomatized as
K* = LJ + K + (lxp(x)

D vxp(x)) v ( ^ v -itf),

where p is a unary predicate variable and q is a propositional variable (see Ono
[2]). It is easily verified that the sentence -»-iVjc(p(x) v -*p(x)) is provable in
K*. Hence, K* has PRP* by Lemma 1.5'. Since the formula
l(Άxp(x) D Vxp(x)) v (q v -iq)} D {(3xp(x) Λ 3*-ip(*)) D (tf v " ^ ) )
is provable in LJ, (lxp(x) Λ 3χ-ι/?(x)) D (q v -igr) is provable in K*. On the
other hand, neither -ι (3xp(x) Λ 3χ-^p(x)) nor # v -ι# is provable in K*, since
K * i LK. Thus, K* does not have PRP.
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Lemma 2.2
There exists a logic with PRP which is not H-complete. Thus,
PRP does not imply H-completeness.
Proof: Let M{ and M 2 be the Kripke bases defined in Figure 2.

o
o

^
Figure 2

Let I-! = L<M!,ω> Π L<M2,ω>, where ω is the first infinite ordinal which is identified with the set {/: / < ω). By making use of Lemma 1.5', we can easily see that
L.! has PRP. We denote by Lin and P2 the sentences (p D q) v (q D p) and r v
(rD (s v -i5)), respectively, wherep, q, r and s are propositional variables. Observe that Lin and P2 contain no predicate variables in common. It is obvious
that Lin G L<Mi,ω> and P2 E L<M2,ω>. Hence, Lin v P2 is provable in L{. It
can be easily verified that Lin £ L<M2,ω> and P2 £ L(Nluω). Hence, neither
Lin nor P2 is provable in Li. Thus, Lx is not H-complete.
From Lemma 2.2, it immediately follows that neither PRP* nor H*-completeness implies H-completeness. It remains for us to show that H-completeness
implies neither PRP nor PRP*. We have only to prove
Lemma 2.3
There exists an H-complete logic without PRP*. Thus, Hcompleteness does not imply PRP*.
Proof: Define an infinite partially ordered set M as indicated in Figure 3. Let
Q* = [0,oo) Π Q, where Q is the set of rational numbers. Clearly, Q* is a partially ordered set with the least element. By Lemma 1.8', L2 = L<M V Q*,ω> is
H-complete. Define formulas Lin*, T, T'{w) and Γ* by
Lin* s vxvy((p(x) Dp(y)) v (p(y) Dp(x))),
Γ = (VΛp(x) D lxq(x))
D {ly(p(x) D lzq(z)) v 3y(3zq(z) D q(y))}
(Takano's axiom [5]),
T'(w)

ΞΞ (vxr(x,w) D ixs(x9w))
D {3y(r(x9w) D 3zs(z,w)) v 3y(lzs(z, w) Ds(y,w))}9

T* =

VwT'(w),

where p and q are unary predicate variables and r and 5 are binary predicate variables. Clearly, Lin* and T* contain no predicate variables in common. We
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yJa

3

Figure 3

claim that ~^Lin* D Γ* is provable in L2, but neither -i-ιLm* nor m Γ
provable in L2. First, we prove some Sublemmas.

is

Sublemma 2.3.1
(i) -i -iLm * is not valid in < M, ω>.
(ii) -1-1Γ/5 not valid in < Q*, ω>.
Proof: (i): Define a valuation Fof <M,ω> by

F(/7(/),α) =^

t

iϊ a = an and / < 2n,

t

if a = j8Λ and / < 2Λ + 1,

/

If α = γ π , / < 2« + 2, and i Φ 2n + 1,

/

otherwise,

for each / G ω and each α E M. Then, for every n G ω, K(/?(2π + 1) D
p{2n + 2),βn) = / a n d K(/?(2Λ + 2) Dp(2/i + 1),7Π) = / . Hence, for every
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n E ω, V(Lin*,an) = / . It follows from this that for every a E M, V(Lin*,a) =
/ . Thus, K ( π l w * , α o ) = t. Therefore, V(-^^Lin*, a0) = / .
(ii): Take two sequences {JC/),e ω and {^/}, e ω of rational numbers such that
(1) 0 < xQ < Xι < x2 < . . . < V2/2, lim/^oβX/ = V2/2,
(2) 1 > ^o > JΊ > yi >

> V2/2, lim^ooΛ = V2/2.

Define a valuation PFof <Q*,ω> by

{

i

t

if j + Xi< a,

/

otherwise,

t

if j + yj< a,

f

otherwise,

for each / E ω, each j E ω and each a E Q*. Take an arbitrary j E ω. We will
show that for every j E ω,
(3) W(Vxr(xJ)Dlxs(xJ)J) = t.
Take any a >j such that W(yxr{xJ),a)
= ί. Theny + xι < a for every / E ω.
By (1), j + V2/2 < α. Since α E Q*_1./_+ V2/2 < α. By (2), there exists an ι0 E ω
such thaty + yio < a. Hence, ^(5(/ 0 ,/),α) = t. It follows that W(3xs(x,]),a) =
/. Thus we have that for everyy E ω, (3) holds. Next, it is easily seen that
(4) for every / E ω, W(r(ϊ,j),j

+ xj) = t.

Note that each xt is a lower bound of ( ^ : / G ω ) . Hence, we have
(5) for every / E ω, W(3zs{zJ),j

+ x, ) = / .

By (4) and (5),
(6) W(Vy(r(yJ)D3zs(zJ))J)=f.
By the definition of W9 it can be easily checked that W(lzs(zJ),j
W(s(U)J
+ yi)=f. Hence,

+ yd = ί and

(7) FF(3^(3zsU,/)DjU/)),y)=/.
By (3), (6), and (7), we have W(T'(j)J)
= / . Thus, for every <r E Q*, PΓ(Γ*,
a) = / . It follows that FΓ(-iΓ*,0) = ί, where 0 is the least element of Q*. Therefore, PF(->->Γ*,0) = / . That is, m Γ is not valid in <Q*,ω>.
Sublemma 2.3.2
(i) Lin* is valid in <Q*,ω>.
(ii) T* is valid in <M,ω>.
Proof: (i): It suffices to show that Lin is valid in <Q*,ω>. It is well-known that
Lin is valid in every Kripke frame whose base is linear (see, e.g., Ono [3]). Hence,
Lin is valid in <Q*,ω>.
(ii): We have only to show that Takano's axiom Γis valid in <M,ω>. Suppose
otherwise. Then there exists a valuation Kof <M,ω> and an element a E M such
that
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(1) V(Vxp(x)Dlxq(x),a)
= t,
(2) for every i E ω, there exists 6, > a such that V(p{ϊ),bi) = t and
F(3z<7(z)Λ) = / ,
(3) for every i E ω, there exists c, > α such that K(3zςr(z),c, ) = ί and
V(q(ί),Ci)=f.

By (2), F(3z^(z),α) = / . Take a c, in (3). From the fact that V(lzq(z),Cj) =
t, it follows that a < cz. Since there are only finitely many elements between a
and C/, one of the following cases holds. (See Figure 3.)
Case I: There exists the least element d0 of [d > a: V(lzq(z),d)
Case II: There exists an n E ω such that a < an, V(3zq(z),an)
K(3^(z),j8 Λ ) = K(3*g(z),7ι,) = ' .

- t}.
= / and

Suppose that Case I holds. Then there exists ay E ω such that V(q(J)9d0) = t.
Hence, V(lzq(z) D q(J),a) = t. This contradicts (3). Next, suppose that Case
II holds. Observe that bt < an for every / E ω. Hence, for every / E ω,
V(p(ϊ)9an) = t. It follows that V(Vxp(x),an) = t. By (1), V(lzq(z),otn) = t.
This is a contradiction.
Now, we shall return to the proof of Lemma 2.3. By Sublemma 2.3.1 and
Lemma 1.11, neither -ι-ιLm* nor - I - I Γ * is provable in L2. Suppose -^Lin* D
T* is not provable in L2. Then there exists a valuation Fof <M V Q*,ω> and an
element o G M V Q * such that V(^Lin*,a) = t and V(T*,a) = / . If there exists a b E Q* such that a <MVQ* b, then V(Lin*,b) = / . If V is the restriction
of F t o <Q*,ω>, then V'(Lin*,b) = f. It follows that Lin* is not valid in
<Q*,ω>. This contradicts Sublemma 2.3.2(i). Therefore, α G M . From the fact
that V(T*,a) = / , it follows that T* is not valid in <M,ω>. This contradicts
Sublemma 2.3.2(ii). Therefore, -ILI/I* D T* is valid in <M V Q*,ω>, and is
provable in L2. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Thus we have finished our proof of Theorem 1.3.
By Theorem 1.3, H*-completeness is the most "common" property among
those in Figure 1. However, even H"-completeness is not possessed by all intermediate predicate logics.
Theorem 2.4

There exists a logic which is not U*-complete.

Proof: Let L3 be L<M,ω> Π L<Q*,ω>, where M, Q* and ω are the same in the
proof of Lemma 2.3. By Sublemma 2.3.2, T* v Lin* is valid both in <M,ω> and
in <Q*,ω>. By Sublemma 2.3.1, neither -i-iϋΓ* nor -ι-ιZ,m* is provable in
L<M,ω> Π L<Q*,ω>. Hence, L3 is not H*-complete.
In Lemma 1.5', we proved that if a logic L is characterized by a class of ω + Kripke frames with constant domain and moreover if -I-IVJC(/?(X) v ->/?(*)) is
provable in L then L has PRP. On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 2.4
shows that there exists a non-H*-complete logic which is characterized by a class
of ω+-Kripke frames with constant domain. That is, without the second assumption that -ι-ιVx(/?(x) v -1/7(x)) E L, we cannot derive even H*-completeness.
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